Introducing RI Witness IQ™ Solution

Intelligent oversight, greater transparency, tailored metrics
Put your data to work for you

RI Witness™ electronic witnessing system is giving fertility clinics a higher level of confidence, efficiency and trust in laboratory sample safety.\textsuperscript{1,2}

With RI Witness IQ, you can take the next step beyond witnessing with intelligent data collection and analysis for the transparency that clinics need for enhanced fact-based laboratory management.

The proven confidence, efficiency and trust delivered with RI Witness

Electronic witnessing is now an established and proven methodology that has led it to become the global gold standard for mismatch avoidance.

RI Witness electronic witnessing system is the cornerstone solution for sample safety, efficient workflow management and as an auditing tool for quality control for fertility clinics.

RI Witness in your clinic builds on the trust your patients have in you. It helps provide you and your team confidence that everything is as secure and efficient as possible.

Unlock the potential of the data

Today’s busy fertility clinics accumulate copious amounts of important data in their day-to-day operations but require more support to collect and interpret data insights that may help improve laboratory performance.

RI Witness IQ is intelligence at your fingertips

Designed to meet the demands of your busy clinic, the RI Witness IQ easy-to-use dashboard offers bespoke reports based on real-time lab monitoring, intelligent data collection and analysis.

For greater transparency for intra-lab and clinic group comparisons, RI Witness IQ helps transform clinical insights into well-informed decisions for improved fact-based lab management and clinical proficiency.
RI Witness IQ™ helping to transform clinical insights

**Intelligent Oversight**
Automated and intuitive tracking simplifies administrative workflow with time-saving data collection and analysis. Review and deliver relevant, actionable and integral clinical insights for quality assurance and continuous improvement to drive better outcomes.

**Greater transparency**
Advanced lab monitoring for real-time data within clinics and clinic groups enables clearer and comparable insights. Reinforce consistency in laboratory SOPs, create accurate benchmark targets and identify training opportunities for improved clinical performance.

**Tailored metrics**
Helps to optimize lab management with customizable reports on selected lab metrics to ensure access to meaningful data insights. Streamline workflows, implement lab protocol changes and helps achieve better outcomes based on well-informed decisions.

New features with the RI Witness IQ Solution

**Bespoke reports**
RI Witness IQ’s advanced real-time lab monitoring helps you gain valuable insights into your clinic’s laboratory performance. Monthly bespoke reports tailored to your clinic’s needs give you access to the metrics that matter most. Learn more about your clinic’s strengths, pinpoint training opportunities and individualize laboratory benchmark targets to create consistencies across lab working areas and clinics within groups for improved clinical efficiency.

**Easy-to-use dashboard**
RI Witness IQ’s user-friendly dashboard gives your management team a realistic overview of all the work within your laboratory. In a convenient platform, review key witness points, time interval analysis and conduct deeper investigations into specific areas of interest. RI Witness IQ offers greater transparency to review historical data, evaluate new processes and the effects of changes in the use of products and consumables. It simplifies administrative workflow and gives your management team easier access to discover the data insights necessary to make well-informed decisions.
RI Witness IQ™ Solution
- take a step beyond witnessing

**Standardization**
RI Witness IQ is a cloud-based solution offering access to clinic and group-wide data to help identify best practices, strengthen SOPs and improve efficiency.

**Visualization**
With RI Witness IQ, all recorded Witness points from each lab will form the foundation of its statistics and customizable reports. Easy-to-interpret histograms and charts offer insights into changes by time, resource or lab.

**Monitoring**
RI Witness IQ follows the workload in the different work areas in the lab. This allows clinics to monitor workload balance and determine whether the available capacity is adequate for potential future changes in cycle-numbers.

**Customization**
Access to your own individual dashboard gives you the ability to customize data output and reports with the data that is important to you and your clinic. From the customized dashboard, reports can be automatically emailed to you directly to support an easy distribution within your clinic and greater internal knowledge building.
Put your data to work for you

Upgrade to the RI Witness IQ™ Solution for greater transparency and the potential of improved clinical proficiency and laboratory management.

For more information contact your local sales teams representative.